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For NM it has always been a priroty to encourage students to display their talent
and participate in various contest .Continuing this, the cultural society in the year
2015-16 organised a number of events
RAND DE BASANTI
The first event Rand De Basanti – A musical journey on Independence theme
was held on 13th august 2015.The event was musical quiz based on the theme
of independence where students participated in groups of 3 or 4. Prof Rekha
Katheeth prepared and sang a group song with students ‘ Hind Des Ke Niwasi
‘was the lime light of the event .
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BOMBAY TIMES CLEAN & CLEAR FRESH FACE
The next event took place on 21st November 2015.The Cultural society hosted
‘The Bombay Times Clean &Clear Fresh Face Contest’.Here,the students
showcased their talent and further answered the questions posed by the
judges,one of whom was celebrity Armaan Kohli. The winner and runners up
were featured in the following day’s ‘Bombay Times’ newspaper .Two of the
participants Shubam Jain and Abhishek Vora were declared as finalist of the
Mumbai City for the fresh face.

MR.& MISS N.M.
The last event ‘Mr & Miss N.M.’ took place on Traditional Day i.e. 18 th
December ,2015. This event was held for the students,teaching staff as well as
the non-teaching staff. All the three sections thoroughly enjoyed this fun filled
event where they performed their various talents and gave interesting answers to
questions asked.The Professors participation was also a remarkable
achievement of the society , Prof. Deepa Chitnis won the trophy for the teacher
segment .
All the events received great responses and enthusiasm from the students and
teachers thus making it a memorable year for the association and the college.
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Cultural Participants at the Youth Festival 2015-16 for Mime
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